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The Veroot system serves this need.

"One of the hottest topics of discussion is
preparing for FMCSA Compliance and
changes in the MAP-21 Laws," notes Jim
Becker, lAC Liaison with Veroot. "We made
a lot of improvements to the way we have
been doing things to provide the lAC with
the best quality governmental data."

The Veroot FMCSA compliance system has
been enhanced to query the governmental
databasesmultiple times a day for updates
to new DOT additions and SAFERlCSA
ratings. This ensures that any changes to the
SAFER ratings (which can update nightly),
and CSA ratings, are properly logged.

In addition, a user can now tag and store
files for a particular vendor along with an
expiration date. Once this date expires, the
file is flagged as overdue for renewal. This
is perfect for the maintenance of COIs,
Contracts, etc.

Veroot Announces Learning' Management and MAP-21 Features
The largest and fastest growing Compliance System for Air Freight improves the way
companies can train their employees and vendors, and monitor carrier compliance.

Cleveland, OR - Veroot.com, the leader in
TSA and FMCSA Compliance management
for Indirect Air Carriers (lACs) has expanded
two services offered by the Veroot platform;
additional curriculum for DOT and TSA
safety training, and expanded FMCSA /
~-21 Monitoring features.

"Users of the Veroot TSA platform kept
asking us for more training and DOT carrier
monitoring features. We are thrilled that
our partners continue to push for solutions
beyond the industry standard tools we built
to streamline TSA compliance. We take
their concerns seriously," said Joe Hurst, co-
founder ofVeroot.

So seriously in fact, that in Q2, Veroot
introduced two significant upgrades to the
system - a more advanced DOT Carrier
Monitoring portal, and additions to the
simple, yet powerful Learning Management
System (LMS).

The Veroot LMS now offers a brand new
"Security Awareness" curriculum for drivers
and DOT vendors, along with the traditional
wide spectrum ofTSA curriculum which
includes Change 5a for Authorized Reps.,
Direct/Recurrent Training for lACs, Core

2.0, and Security Coordinator Training.
The new "Security Awareness" training
is designed to assure the lAC, and more
importantly their end customer, that high
value freight is being moved with a set of
quality standard operating procedures in
place.

"The Veroot LMS is on pace to train over
17,000 people this year. Now we're looking
at a situation where an lAC can recommend
specific training courses to their vendors, even
their DOT vendors," says Rick Williamson,
Compliance Manager at Veroot. "The nice
thing about the system is that when drivers
or employees take the course, it updates
the master roster with the training date and
score. Reports can be generated to seewho
needs testing, and the roster can be exported
to Excel."

The new DOT awareness training dovetails
nicely with the advances in the Veroot
FMCSA / MAP-21 portal. More lACs are
becoming aware ofMAP-21/FMCSA laws,
and the string of civil lawsuits which have
followed. It reinforces the need for a freight
forwarder to monitor their DOT Carriers
and renew documentation on a regular basis.

"The main thing we are trying to do here is
keep the user from having to punch DOT
numbers into the governmentalwebsites a
thousand times a day," Becker smiled. "The
far easierway is setting up the system to
monitor the vendors automatically, and also
take advantage of the file management, notes,
and ranking features."

In closing, Hurst remarked, "It is very
rewarding to deliver these new feature
updates to the over 2400 companies that use
the system. For Veroot, any new release is
usually the result of informative discussions
with lACs and AFA members about how to
further streamline the compliance process.
We like the challenge of automating the
compliance effort, and think these updates
hit the mark." '*
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